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customers use their
credit card

to purchase XOX tokens

which is used to tip performers

customers use their
credit card to

to purchase XOX tokens

which is used to subscribe to
virtual reality content

The XOX Token is an ER-C20 based token smart contract which will be available
for sale on an ADULT CAM SITE and for SUBSCRIPTION BASED VR content.

A new digital currency

For a cryptocurrency to be viable it must be useful and valuable. Which is why
XOX Tokens are available within our platforms where users are purchasing
tokens to tip performers and view virtual reality content.
XOX is a token issued with an Ethereum smart contract, 60 million will be
minted for the ICO. There will be no further tokens created after completion of
this phase of the project and all undistributed tokens will be burned.
XOX can be held in our own wallet or ERC20 compatible Ethereum walllets
such as myetherwallet or mist.
TOKENS OVERVIEW

XOX will produce a finite 1,000,000,000 tokens, and no further tokens will be
produced.
• 60 million will be offered in the ICO token sale to assist with marketing
and staffing cost.
• 100 million will be held in the company’s reserves.
• 840 million will be available only to customers through the camsite and
subscription portals. (thanks to the smart contract these tokens are not
even accessible to the company’s founders)
The public ICO will begin on the 11th of July and will last for 28 days.
$1USD = 10 XOX Tokens
1 XOX token = .10 cents
All contributions of 10 ETH or more will receive a 40% extra allocation.
All tokens will be issued to your Ethereum address instantly upon contribution through the
ICO.

To load your tokens in to your private Ethereum wallet please use the following
information:
Token contract address: 0x4b59f41b8488b09dcac1ddd033634f3db59cbe21
Token name: XOX
Decimals: 18

Building fundamental value

XOX will build fundamental value for the new currency by integrating into
platforms. XOX will sit at the centre of a new digital economy, driving demand
and fundamental value for the cryptocurrency.
Purpose and characterization

XOX is introducing an open source cryptographic token, named XOX, which is
envisioned as a
General purpose cryptocurrency for use in everyday digital services such as
chat, social media, and payments.
XOX will be the unit of account for all economic transactions within the XOX
Ecosystem, and it will serve as the basis of interoperability with other digital
services.
In character, XOX is a pure cryptocurrency of fixed supply. It is fractionally
divisible and long term non inflationary.
Like other cryptocurrencies, units of XOX are fungible and transferable, and
they will be expected to trade on cryptocurrency exchange
Implementation: Ethereum and ERC20

XOX will be implemented on the public Ethereum blockchain as an ERC20
token.
The Ethereum blockchain is currently the industry standard for issuing custom
digital assets and smart contracts.
The ERC20 token interface allows for the deployment of a standard token that
is compatible with the existing infrastructure of the Ethereum ecosystem, such
as development tools, wallets, and exchanges.
Ethereum’s ability to deploy Turing complete trustless smart contracts enables
complex issuance rules for cryptocurrencies, digital financial contracts, and
automated incentive structures.

SMART CONTRACTS

The XOX token is accompanied by a group of SMART CONTRACTS deployed as a
layer of DAPPS written in Solidty using EVM (Ethereum virtual machine)
bytecode. Dapps will be implemented using the Truffle Dapps Framework and
will be stored statically
1. Implement ERC20 token standard in smart contract
2. XOX token buyers will transfer respective amount of ether to smartcontract address
3. The smart contract on acceptance of the ether transfers respective
amount of token to the XOX token purchaser
4. The transfer function of ERC20 standards is used in out contract to
transfer respective amount of tokens for that particular ether received
at the smart contract address
5. A XOX token holder can transfer his/her token to another address
through the transfer function in the contract

How the raised capital will be spent?

•
•
•
•
•

Marketing & Business development
Live operations
Software development
Virtual Reality Content
Legal Expenses

ROADMAP
AUGUST 11
SEPTEMBER 1
NOVEMBER 1
DECEMBER 1

XOX Founding Team

ICO Complete
LIST ON EXCHANGES
RELEASE VIRTUAL REALITY SCENES
RELEASE XOX CAM SITE

CONCLUSION

Instead of selling customers traditional VIRTUAL CREDITS, we are selling them
an XOX Token creating demand for the cryptocurrency.
We hope you can be part of this journey with us.
Please contact me by Skype if you’d like to talk : michaelanthony747
www.xoxcoin.com.au

ICO Smart Contract Information
ICO stages: 2
Duration: 49 days
Total amount of tokens to be sold: 60,000,000 XOX ($6,000,000 US)
Reserved amount of tokens: 100,000,000 XOX ($10,000,000 US)
Amount of tokens to be sold by Post-ICO: 840,000,000 XOX
Token price (rate): Price changes during ICO
1 XOX = 0.1 USD
1 USD = 10 XOX
Important note:
ICO Smart Contract is working only with ETH

Automatic rate change: Yes
Token Smart Contract will automatically change the price of XOX depending on the current
rate of ETH to USD.

Refund terms: Automatically in case ICO is gone fail
Bounty Program: No

Withdrawal terms: Automatically after each investment
Successterms:
Min
Cap/Soft
Cap:
1,000,000
Hard Cap: 60,000,000 XOX ($6,000,000 US)

XOX

($100,000

US)

End terms: Automatically after duration period or in case all tokens are sold out

Pre-ICO Stage
Duration: 21 days
Amount of tokens to be sold: 6,000,000 XOX ($600,000 US)
Minimum investment: 1 ETH
Bonuses: Pre-sale, Volume-based
Pre-sale Bonus: 40% for less than 10 ETH
Volume-based: 60% for 10 ETH or more

ICO Stage
Duration: 28 days
Amount of tokens to be sold: 54,000,000 XOX ($5,400,000 US)
Minimum investment: 0.5 ETH
Bonuses: Volume-based
Volume-based: 40% for 10 ETH or more

